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Since Windows 10 is also used in many countries in the world, we will deal with different activation methods and you will not be affected by different types of licenses. Therefore, you can easily activate your Windows 10 system, be it a legacy edition (Windows 7,8,8.1) or a new edition (Windows 10 Home, Pro, Enterprise) in your own country. While you are overseas, you can also feel
free to activate your Windows 10 device in your country. Digital license is a simpler and more efficient way of activation/authorization newly adopted by Windows 10, which only relies on the configuration information of your computer hardware. After activating system for the first time, as long as you dont change the CPU and other devices connected to the mainboard, you can feel
free to connect to Microsoft server to repeatedly, automatically and permanently activate your Windows 10 at any moment, without having to input the product key again and again every time you install the system. In Windows 10, all systems, regardless of how they are activated (either through an upgrade from Windows 7 / 8.1 or through a purchased vendor or BIOS license called

MSDM), will become a physical identity supported by the Digital Ware ID (HWID) of the corresponding device This license is stored on MS servers and can activate this device when it was recently installed. Only hardware changes will invalidate the license. By associating it with a Microsoft Account (MSA), you transfer it in the latter case. With Windows 10, you can rely on a digital
license to activate Windows and avoid having to input a key from the product key menu. We create a serial number for the corresponding device and associate it with the digital license. With Windows 10, you no longer have to enter your product key in order to activate your Windows and you can use the digital license to activate it for life.You need to connect to the internet to use

Windows 10.
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As an open source platform, this implementation doesn’t contain any backdoors. it will only need to change the registry keys in a few places and work as long as the author
will maintain the open source status. And make sure not to try to change it for your own profit, as he got no further intent to support this non-genuine version of Windows! To
implement this function, only the slshim32.dll and gatherosstate.exe are needed, otherwise this is a useless tool. So you can use this Digital License to do offline and digitally
activated Windows 10 or WL 10 Enterprise licenses, or keep your old Windows 7, 8.1, or 10 Home license alive and let it run smoothly. Its easy to use, only contains registry

changes. It can also be used as a non-genuine license or a software protection tool. It also works perfectly with other operating systems, the only requirement is that you have
a legitimate OEM copy of them! For example, in my operation, I have an old Windows 7 OEM disk, which is not sufficient to run it from the new disk. I generated a legitimate

digital license from the original Windows and the old Windows is well running. For Windows 10, no matter how it is activated (upgrades from Windows 7/8.1, is a bought retail
version, or is bound with BIOS, namely the MSDM license), the activation will be converted to a unique Digital License of the corresponding Hardware ID (HWID). This license

will be sent to and stored on Microsoft server, then each time you make a fresh install of Windows and connect to MS server successfully, it will activate this machine
automatically. This license will remain in valid, until the hardware changes. Of course, binding it to your Microsoft account can achieve the goal of transferring your license to

another machine with different hardware configuration. 5ec8ef588b
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